Directions to Brussels Office

Address
Brussels Office
Helmholtz Association
Rue du Trône 98
1050 Bruxelles
Belgien
📞 +32 2 5000970
📞 +32 2 5000980
✉️ bruessel@helmholtz.de

Position Plan

By bus
Take the “airportshuttel” bus 12, this is the simplest way to reach the Helmholtz Office.
The bus station is on airport level -1, below the arrival terminal and can be reached by escalator or lift from the arrival terminal.
The airport line runs from 07:00 to 20:00 three times per hour. The bus takes about 30 minutes. You drive to the last station, “Luxembourg station”. From there you have approx. 10 min. to walk: You follow “Rue d’Idalie” in the direction to “Rue du Trône”. At the end of Rue d’Idalie, crossing with Rue du Trône, there is the building Nr. 98 on the right.

You can get the ticket inside the bus for 4,00 EUR.

**By train**

The airport is about 20 minutes away from downtown. The Airport City Express runs from 5:30 to about 23:00 four times per hour. It goes to the stations Brussels Midi, Gare Central and Gare du Nord.

A One-way Ticket to Brussels costs 2.80 EUR (4.30 for first class).

You go to “Gare du Midi” and enter there the subway (white „M“ on blue background). You take the line 2 in direction “Simonis (Elisabeth)” and go for five stations to station “Trône”. From there, you have to walk about 10 min. The Rue du Trône starts directly at the metro station.